kwalu.com

markets served
Senior Living
Healthcare
Memory Care
Government
Hospitality
Education
Outdoor
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Advantage
Kwalu provides furniture and wall protection that can take a beating. From lounge and lobby, to bistro, café
and dining areas, resident/patient rooms and everything in between, Kwalu offers the perfect mix of style
and durability.

Kwalu’s Designed to Last® products are scuff-, scratch- and water-resistant so products look like new, year after
year. Wood products are typically protected with surface coatings, which start to wear off, scratch and dent within
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days of first being used. Our Kwalu products are created from a revolutionary faux wood material which is highly
durable, and unlike surface coatings, offers antimicrobial product protection all the way through its outer shell.

Our products reflect refreshingly contemporary aesthetics and timeless sophistication. Custom designed with
the client in mind and backed by our unique 10-year performance warranty on construction, antimicrobial
product protection and finish. Kwalu is the ultimate choice for senior living, healthcare, assisted living, long term
care, memory care, education, hospitality and government environments.
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•

Kwalu products look great and last long – First impressions are critical. Kwalu’s high-impact resistant
material won’t chip and the wood-grained effect is easily repairable so products always look new

•

Kwalu eliminates time consuming and costly downtime – Kwalu products are maintained with simple
housekeeping so they don’t need to be removed from service

•

Kwalu is your single source – Kwalu offers complete collections, ensuring a coordinated look in every
environment of your community

•

Kwalu offers supreme customer service – Kwalu’s customer service is here to help you - before, during and
after the sale. We strive to ensure that our customers’ faith in us is well-placed.
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seating
Kwalu provides innovative seating solutions by combining the designs, fabric
patterns and frame colors of your choice. Steel-reinforced, our patented joint
system guarantees against joint failure. Our warm, wood-like finish is scuff- and
water-resistant. Our antimicrobial product protection, which permeates the entire
finish - not a topical coating - makes Kwalu the premier choice for seating.

bellariva

valentia rocker

alessandria

sassari

dovera

convesso

larnio

campania

valentia tandem

capestrano

ravello sleeper

salerno

dining and activity
Kwalu dining and activity seating combine function and style. Designs for
traditional, contemporary, formal or compact spaces bring a new level of
sophistication to any environment. Options including stacking, hand grips and
casters make these products easy for everyday use.
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common areas
Kwalu provides innovative seating solutions by combining designs, fabric
patterns and frame colors of your choice. Steel-reinforced, our patented joint
system guarantees against joint failure. Our warm, wood-like finish is scuff- and
water-resistant. Our antimicrobial product protection, which permeates the entire
finish - not a topical coating - makes Kwalu the premier choice for seating.
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tables
Kwalu’s stylish tables for dining and activity, cafés, conference rooms, lounge and lobby,
waiting areas, salons and spas promise picture-perfect appeal with minimal maintenance.
Our scratch-and water-resistant finish is available in an array of wood grains, as well as
custom colors, and all our dining and occasional tables are backed by our unique 10-year
warranty on construction, antimicrobial product protection and finish.
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varenna

via

vitolini
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forma dining

palermo
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casegoods
Kwalu’s versatile casegoods collections are designed with an eye to detail, and
engineered for superior, long-lasting performance. Kwalu offers dozens of styles
and hardware options ranging from traditional to transitional with over a dozen
standard wood-grain colors from which to choose.

chicago

hollywood
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essex

atlanta II
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wall protection
Walls are a very important feature of any facility and the right wall protection
should last and create a cohesive look throughout your facility for years. Kwalu
Wall Protection, including Wainscot paneling and rigid wall covering. Our wainscot
paneling is offered in three standard styles (the classic Shaker and Oxford and the
St. James with traditional beadboard), are all fully customizable to the desired height.
Pick from inlays and a vast array of finishes. SoHo wall protection is the perfect solution
to high-traffic areas that are often susceptible to sustained damage that occurs in most
commercial and institutional environments.

soho

shaker
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oxford

rigid

st. james
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senior living
As the leading furniture provider for Senior Living, Kwalu’s reputation for
sophisticated furniture and wall protection with enduring appeal is wellfounded. While best known for our tailored Skilled Nursing and Memory Care
products within Senior Living, our newest collections are ideally suited to
Assisted Living and Independent Living communities and CCRCs.

padova

tivoli

momentum
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mission

dovera bench

carrara

ravello
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healthcare
Kwalu’s stylish furniture and wall protection offer unique benefits to
healthcare: including Health Systems, Community Hospitals, Rehabilitation
Hospitals, Psychiatric Hospitals/ Behavioral Health Units, Ambulatory Surgery
Centers (ASC) and Long Term Acute Care Hospitals (LTAC).
Hospital Acquired Infections (HAI) mean increasingly stringent infection control
protocols. Kwalu seating, tables, casegoods and wall protection can withstand
the harshest cleaning regimens – including bleach. We offer antimicrobial
product protection permeating the entire shell – not topical coatings – and it’s
warranted for 10 years.
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carrara bariatric

carrara lounge

tamburo

somerset trendelenburg

carrara bariatric recliner
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momentum tandem
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custom
Kwalu is the leader in customization -- If you are looking for something to specifically fit your
space or facility’s needs, Kwalu can provide the answer. We can adjust dimensions of existing
products or develop something entirely for you. With today’s renovations – floor plans and
floor space come into play and often finding the right product for the space is critical.
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specialty care
Behavioral Health:

Kwalu’s intimate understanding of the specific needs of behavioral health units has led us to develop unique collections engineered for hard use

applications. With specialized features such as additional aluminum/steel-reinforcement, tamper-proof screws, softly-rounded edges on all corners, and non-removable drawers and
integrated finger pulls for casegoods, we have the ultimate health and safety of your patients in mind.

Memory Care: Our ergonomically-designed, elegant products focus on the specific challenges facing residents with Alzheimer’s and dementia- gently rounded corners protect
delicate skin; and sturdy, stable products that facilitate ingress and egress. In addition, special casegoods features, such as hidden door latches and passive lock systems, allow caregivers
access exclusively. Complimentary contrasting edging and contrasting inner colors for casegoods aid with visual discrimination. Our ‘pick-proof’ rockers, gliders and motion chairs can
help calm residents and reduce wandering.

Bariatric Seating: Redefine comfort and style for every dining, lounge, lobby or waiting room guest with Kwalu’s unprecedented selection of bariatric seating. Designed to
reflect morphology and ergonomics specific to bariatric needs, every seating model incorporates Kwalu’s Designed to Last® engineering and endures the most rigorous testing standards
to provide supreme strength and safety for each user.

memory care
momentum motion

bariatric seating
bariatric dining

bariatric seating
bariatric

memory care
albany
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behavioral health
regal hard use
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customer service

contact info

We strive to ensure that our customers’ faith in us is well-placed. Our focus on design

Justine Easter | 678-690-5622 | jeaster@kwalu.com

and enduring beauty has made us a true partner in creating a warm environment

Danny Gimblet | 678-690-5657 | dgimblet@kwalu.com

where resident, patient, caregiver and staff needs are not just met, but exceeded.
With Kwalu, you’ll create and effortlessly maintain impressive, yet cost-effective
spaces that enhance your reputation and make everyone feel welcome.
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